ENGINEER FIVE DEFEATS
NEWPORT NAVAL TEAM
BY THE SCORE OF 51-20

GAME MARKS THIRD
SUCCESSIVE VICTORY
FOR M. I. T. CAGERS

Harrison and New High Scorers
Brace the Attack
In Hangar Gym

MANY FOULS ARE CALLED
Still unidentified, the Engineer quartet
won its third game this season by the
overwhelming margin of 23 to 14 in
maintaining their record in the Hangar Gym.
Eight fouls marked their contest with the Freshmen,
and the T. I. players faced the difficult task of
knocking out the home team. The score of 51 to 20
indicated the superiority of the Engineers in
the game, as the T. I. players had a hard battle
making any impression on the Engineers.

 Nhiều vó漢

ATHLETIC BUDGETS
Receive Increased
For Coming Year

Students Pay $17,338.44
to Carry Sports at
The Institute

Shooting down a bare $2,000 over last year’s budget the figure
compiled by the Budget Committee, which is based on the
assumption that the Institute will continue to operate at
the same level of income and expenses. The 1929-30 figure
showed $13,444 compared with the sum of $15,142 which was
reported for 1928-29.

Kết quả

STUDENT SAILING
Newspaper Holds
Final Scoring
of Meet

Lead Freshmen by 3 Points
In Final Scoring
of Opening Meet

SOPHOMORES TAKE RELAY
Torchio and May are Double
Winners in Swimming

In the closely contested interclass swimming meet held at the
University Club on Wednesday afternoon, several talented varsity
swimmers barely emerged victors from
the eventful nation of a dozen channels, said excellent form.
The meet was the first contest of the year for the
school and the varsity swimmers showed their
best efforts, completing all
their duties with
great satisfaction. The meet
was a success,

Có thể

BEAVERS SURPRISE FANS
BY DEFENDING TERRIER
TEAM IN FAST GAME, 3-1

New Columns In
T. E. N. Feature
Interesting Articles Included
In Latest Section of
On Sale Today

With its unusual complement of well
written and interesting articles, the
 favor of the professors and graduates of the
Institute, the December issue of the
Tech Engineering News goes on
sale today. Over 50 pages of original
material, covering a broad range of
subjects, are compiled by their
authors for their benefit and
enjoyment.
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BURLINGTON STARS AT
GALAXY IN A THRILLING GAME
packed with spectacular moments
the Burlington and Galaxy
biweekly baseball team
won the feature
at the Arsenal Friday night by a
margin of 5 to 4. The last
inning was the scene of
the contest, and the winning
hit was a double.

Có thể

COLLEGE ENROLLMENT
STEADILY INCREASES
138 Institutions Show
Gains in Attendance This Year

In an article which should be of
interest to all college students, the
School and Society, Dean Raymond
Zigler, and Mr. Robert E. Passano, completes the feature articles of
the present issue.

Có thể

ENGINEERING BREVETS
In a note from the General Board of the
countrywide conference held in
Washington, the Board of the

Có thể

VARIETY SCORES
TWICE IN FINAL
PERIOD ATTACKS

Cap S. C. S. Collinson Makes Last
Goal, Plants the Ball for Fast Seconds

In a thrilling game packed with
spectacular moments the best Technology turns
in a great game at the Arsenal Friday night by
a margin of 5 to 4. The last inning was the scene of
the contest, and the winning hit was a double.
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HOCKEY TEAM DOWNS B. U.
A TRANSFORMED Walker Memorial greeted those who entered the Senior Banquet last Friday night. The lounges and clock rooms even took on the appearance they held when Walker was in its original state. The building was restored to what is admitted to be a common room familiar to week-day students. Tasteful hangings, the soft glow from flood-lights, the student a serious inquiry as to the purpose of men. As such, it is well worth while, and no freshman should vote extra energy toward direction of other men, summoning other attractions to the students during the afternoon, this series of lectures presents what corresponds to the mind of the student a serious inquiry as to the purpose of the sacred cow.

PROVED WORTH

The废墟 that once filled the Walker courtyard has been largely converted to the uses of the dean of faculty's office. The grounds of the Walker complex have been improved and the old buildings restored. This is a part of the plan that has been so planned this year that the lectures do not interfere with the studies of the students. The lecture of this afternoon by Professor Schell, the scon ce of the series of four lectures for the freshmen, a subject of dent himself, this series of lectures presents what corresponds to the mind of the student a serious inquiry as to the purpose of the sacred cow.

In charge of this issue: P. A. Robert '32

THE TECH

AWAY FROM THE CAMPUS

OF THE SERIES OF FOUR LECTURES FOR THE FRESHMEN, A SUBJECT OF DENT HIMSELF, THIS SERIES OF LECTURES PRESENTS WHAT CORRESPONDS TO THE MIND OF THE STUDENT A SERIOUS INQUIRY AS TO THE PURPOSE OF THE SACRED COW.

THEME: "THE MARRIAGE PROBLEM"

"THE MARRIAGE PROBLEM" PARSONS'S ADVICE FOR THE MARRIED THE MEET THE HEADLINE of the Metroplitan this week, has once again been a very timely and DANGEROUS. "MARRIAGE is a very serious business," says the speaker. "A man and woman must be happy together or else they will not be happy as a couple."

DELTA TAU DELTA

Fourteen Harvard seniors in the faculty of science were given the keys of the house of the house Friday evening. Among the one hundred and thirty students' guests were members of the Delta Tau Delta fraternity. Mr. and Mrs. George Wendel were the officers of the house.

LAMODA CHI ALPHA

In conjunction with the other two Boston chapters of Lambda Chi Alpha and Harvard University, a dance was held at the Memorial Union during the opening ceremonies of the house. The Lambda Chi Alpha house was one of the houses that had been recently restored by the students.

THEME: "THE CHALK DANCE"
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RILEY STARS AT GOAL AS VARSITY SIX WINS 3 TO 1

Petersen, Hall, and Cullinan Maded Three Goals in First Game

(Continued from page 1) 

or for three chances in the first period, Leary missing on the second and Slator on the third.

The third goal was of the same type as the other but Leary was not able to get his shot past O'Connor who had blocke

Schlaible, Gregory Smith, Parker

1930 MERMEN WIN INTERMCC TEAM

(Continued from page 1)

the national honorary engineering society

Hangar gym on December 1, 1929, and

Practising will continue through the

letin board for definite information. Inter

interested are asked to watch the bul-

some time this week and all those

the Terrier attacks. Hazeltine proved

It was the first game of the season

M. I. T. TOURNAMENT

Professor Harry W. Tyler, as

EIGHTEEN NEW MEN

(Continued from page 1)

3-Day Series

M. I. T. with illumination night picture

plaque

THE COOP

is the Christmas gift shop for Technology men.

We list a few of the many carry-

Christmas cards with seal of M. I. T. at $3.00-$5.00

Greetings from M. I. T. with illumination night picture of the main building 15c each.

The Engineers Christmas card has the Beaver and the M. I. T. seal; these are 15c each.

Boxed Stationery stamped with M. I. T. seal in red or gold at $1.25-$2.50 and $2.25.

Our jewelry department offers an interesting assortment of gift suggestions:

Pendants and charms

Brooches and Charms

Bar Pins

Linoleum Clasps

Brooches and Charms

Knives

Compacts

Paper Cutters

Bracelets

Book Marks

Cigarette Cases

For room décor:

Rumors, Penannulus and Pillow Covers in camelot, red and grey colors. M. I. T. seal in red or gold. Book ends 50c-$3.00

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH
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Brine’s—Suggestions for Holiday Gifts—Brine’s

WINTER SPORTS MAKE GOOD READING THESE DAYS ON THE SPORTS PAGES OF THE NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE

"Why the Herald Tribune?" you ask.


Because these men and their associates write straight from the shoulder—they give you the facts without the excitement and thrill of the game itself.

Because the New York Herald Tribune's sports pages are admirably covered by well informed and respected sports editors everywhere.

That's why we say, "New York Herald Tribune for sports news!" It's on sale in your community and we'd like to have you try it next Sunday.
CALENDAR
Monday, December 16
4:40—Ol. F. Olderham Meeting, Room 4251
4:40—5th Class, Special Lecture, Room 1668
5:00—Col. Henry Blomberg, Room 4971
6:00—A. E. R. School Dinner, Walker Memorial Hall
Tuesday, December 17
4:55—Free Industrial Men's Meeting, Room 10-24
5:00—K. T. A. A. Meeting, Walker Memorial Hall
6:00—Tech Show Dinner, Walker Memorial Hall
7:20—Tech Show Rehearsal, Walker Gym
UNDERGRADUATE
A meeting of the Combined Pro-
183
fessionals and the Social Students was held at 1 P.M., after which the Technique pro-
gram continued.

I N H O M E R IN F R E N D Y
The following are now in the hits of the Home in Friendship:

Senior Class: Twelve between Russia and China.

Dining Hall to attend the dance of the lantern streamers. The following will attempt to explain this action:

1. Seven al students from the University.
2. Two students from the Preparatory School.
3. One student from the High School.

The meeting was adjourned.

Wednesday, December 18

LOCAL C L U B M E E T I N G
Victor A. Yakliontoff, Russian, het-

ter will speak this afternoon at 4 o'clock in Room 10-250. President S. Balin, a senior student, will preside.

Second Varsity
Boats Freshmen
Wells, Forrest, and Dolloff Lead Gym Team on Apparatus

(Continued from Page 13)
Ralph Upson, the captain of the Wells team, had a 10 with Delane, and de-

fied has no. This makes you appreciate the importance of such an event in the Tech program. It is

considered a great honor to be selected as a member of the Mighty Eight, and the candidates were

judged on their skill and ability to perform in the apparatus within three minutes.

The Wells team performed with great precision and style, earning a total score of 30 points. The Delane team followed closely, achieving a score of 28 points.

The Delane team, consisting of Forest and Forrest, demonstrated their strength and agility by completing the apparatus within the allotted time. They were congratulated on their performance and awarded a plaque for their efforts.

The competition was a great success, and theTech program is looking forward to future events.